Additional Secretary Tarbiyyat and Waqf-e-Jadid for New Ahmadis

Ahmadiyya Muslim Association UK
(Established 1914)

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs):
‘New Ahmadi Muslim Tarbiyyat Annual Return’ &
‘Convert (Plus 3-Years) Confirmation of Integration Form’
FAQs: GENERAL

1. For whom do I need to complete a ‘New Ahmadi Muslim Tarbiyyat (Training) Annual Return’?
a. Please complete a ‘New Ahmadi Muslim Tarbiyyat (Training) Annual Return’ (hereafter: ‘Annual
Return’) for each New Ahmadi in your Jama’at, who took Bai’at within the last three (3) years.
2. For whom do I need to complete a ‘Convert (Plus 3 Years) Confirmation of Integration Form’?
a. Please complete an ‘Convert (Plus 3 Years) Confirmation of Integration Form’ (hereafter:
‘Integration Form’) for each Ahmadi Muslim ‘Convert’ in your Local Jamaat who took Bai’at more
than 3 years ago. This form will confirm whether each such convert has been ‘effectively
integrated’ into the Jama'at.
3. How can I obtain copies of the Annual Return & Convert (Plus 3 Years) Confirmation of Integration Form?
a. Via the 'Resources' page on our website at: https://www.ahmadiconverts.org.uk/resources.
Alternatively, you can contact us via the contact details in the 'footer' below.
FAQs RE: NEW AHMADI MUSLIM TARBIYYAT ANNUAL RETURN
4. Do I need to complete an Annual Return for a New Ahmadi whom I am not in contact with?
a. Yes. This issue is dealt with via Qu. 9 on the form. Please answer Qu. 9(i), which asks: “Are you in
contact with this particular New Ahmadi?”. If the answer is ‘no’, then please answer Qu. 9(ii) which
asks: “If not, have you taken all necessary steps to bring back this Lost Bai’at?”.
5. Do I need to complete an Annual Return for a New Ahmadi who has left my Local Jamaat?
a. Yes. This issue is dealt with via Qu. 10 on the form. Please answer Qu. 10(i), which asks: " Has this
New Ahmadi moved out of your local Jama’at?". If the answer is yes, then please confirm which
local Jamaat they have moved to in the ‘Additional Comments’ box at the bottom of the form.
6. Can the National Dept. remove a new Ahmadi from my Jama’at list if I cannot confirm which Jamaat
they have moved to?
a. No. As mentioned, in Qu. 10(ii): “we are not able to remove this new Ahmadi from your Jama’at
list unless you can confirm which Jama’at they have moved to.”
7. What should I do if I do not know which Jamaat the New Ahmadi has moved to?
a. Please take all necessary steps to trace and bring back this ‘Lost Bai’at’, as set out in our ‘Training
of New Ahmadis: Office-Bearers Handbook’. Once you have traced them, please confirm their
current Jamaat in the Annual Return (via the ‘Name of Local Jamaat’ and ‘Comments’ boxes).
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8. Do I need to complete a Return for a New Ahmadi whose Bai’at was approved more than 3 years ago?
a. No. Instead, you should complete a ‘Convert (Plus 3 Years) Confirmation of Integration Form’ for
each Ahmadi Muslim Convert in your Jama’at who took Bai’at more than three (3) years ago. This
form will confirm whether each such convert has been 'effectively integrated' into the Jama'at.
b. NB. As is the case with annual returns, we are not able to remove Converts from your Jama'at
list unless you can confirm which Jama'at they have moved to.
9. Do I need to complete an Annual Return for a New Ahmadi who has left/renounced Islam Ahmadiyyat?
a. Yes. Please confirm in answer to Qu. ‘9(ii) Lost Bai’ats’ whether you have: “taken all necessary
steps to bring back this ‘Lost Bai’at’, as set out in our ‘Training of New Ahmadis: Office-Bearers
Handbook”. If you have done so, and you have confirmed that this New Ahmadi has left/
renounced Islam Ahmadiyyat please state this in the ‘Comments’ box on the Annual Return.
FAQs RE: CONVERT (PLUS 3-YEARS) CONFIRMATION OF INTEGRATION FORM
10. Do I need to complete an 'Integration Form' for a Convert who is integrated into the Jamaat?
a. Yes. You need to complete a 'Convert (Plus 3-Years) Confirmation of Integration Form' form for
each Ahmadi Muslim 'Convert' in your Local Jamaat who took Bai'at more than 3 years ago.
b. Once we have received an Integration Form confirming that a particular convert has been
'effectively integrated' into the Jama'at, we will store this information on our system. You will not
then need to complete further Integration Forms for that particular convert in future years.
11. Do I need to complete an ‘Integration Form' for a Convert who has left my Local Jamaat?
a. Yes. This is dealt with in the 'Local Jamaat' section of the form, which states: "NB. If the Convert
has moved, please confirm which Jama'at they have moved to via the 'Comments' box below."
b. If you do not know which Jamaat the Convert has moved to, please take all necessary steps to
trace and bring back this 'Lost Bai'at', as set out in our 'Training of New Ahmadis: Office-Bearers
Handbook'. Once you have traced them, please confirm their current Jamaat in the 'Integration
Form' (via the 'Local Jamaat' and 'Comments' boxes).
12. Do I need to complete an ‘Integration Form’ for a Convert whom I am not in contact with?
a. Yes. Please take all necessary steps to trace and bring back this 'Lost Bai'at', as set out in our
'Training of New Ahmadis: Office-Bearers Handbook'.
b. Once you have traced them, please confirm their current Jamaat in the ‘Integration Form’ (via the
‘Local Jamaat' and 'Comments' boxes).
13. Do I need to complete an ‘Integration Form’ for a Convert who has left/renounced Islam Ahmadiyyat?
a. Yes. Please confirm in the ‘Additional Comments’ box on the form that you have taken all
necessary steps to bring back this ‘Lost Bai’at’, as set out in our ‘Training of New Ahmadis: OfficeBearers Handbook’. If you have done so, and have confirmed that this Convert has left/renounced
Islam Ahmadiyyat please state this in the ‘Additional Comments’ box on the Annual Return.
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